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ABSTRACT

The paper discusses some aspects of the use of economics in policy

analyses of Climate Change concerns, i.e., the difficulties and

limitations cf employing Cost-Benefit na)yses (CB), the issue of

urcertainty, the use of formal economic models, the inertia of social

and econonc systems, the question of choice of domestic and

international regulatory instruments, and finally, one way of

structifring tL equity issue. Very broadly, one may conclude that

while no major paradigm shift is necessary, the challenge of policy

analysis in the Climate Change context will require a significant

sharpening of existing analytical tools of economics, as well as the

establishment of deeper interdisciplinary linkages.



1. bu!uductloc

The issue of Climate Change has emerged as potentially one of the most significant
policy questions in the cwent International arena. This Is because the risks of possible
Climate Change may be high1 and the ti of abatement or adaptation measures also
large, and both are likely to fall variably, but wxertalnly, on different regions and at
different times.

Climate Change is also arguably, one of the most complex global policy Issues to have
arisen so far. The questions involved relate to numerois disciplines, In the pure and
applied natural sciences, positive social science, and political economy, besides ethics
and morality. Analysis of the divergent facets of the issue Is likely to proceed at the
cutting edges of current human knowledge and understanding, and Indeed may Involve
several extensions to the frontiers.

Given the deep and pervasive complexities of the Issue, it Is a little disconcerting to
Find that some of the recent literature in the fieid has tended to focus largely on the
technical aspects of Climate Change, in particular on some of the more alarming
scenarios generated by Global Circulation Models (GCM.$), and gloss over the key
question of equity in abatement and adaptation measures. We emphasise at the outset,
that in ow view, both positive ("what Is') and rmative ('what ought") questions need
to be kept in the spotlight at all times. We have attempted to follow this precept in the
present paper.

It is, of course, gratifying that Climate Change has, In jist a few years, acquired
prominence In both the public mind, as well as that of policy makers throughout the
globe. Further, that the world community has acted with commendable despstch In
sitting down to substantive multilateral negotiations on regulatory approaches to the
issue. However, one may as well recognize that the complexity, and the deep equity
ImplicatIons of approaches to the Issue, rule it any quick fixes to the problem. Any
multilateral approach which seeks to Install a regulatory regime, without allowing for
proper analysis and deliberation, or for periodic review of the substantive provisions of
the regime, in the light of 1naeasing understanding of the myriad dimensions of the
problem, may soon prove to be i*workab1e, or 1nequ1Uos, or Ineffective.

This paper seeks to summarize some aspects of the cwrent economic understanding of
the regulation of Climate Change, In th positive and nstIve aspects. It Is
structured in the following manner SectIon 2 dbcnesas the application of Cost-benefit
methodologies, which have emerged as a msfr analytical tool for public policy In
several countries, to policy analysis for Climate Change. Much of arent knowledge
of Climate Ch'nge has been revealed by the e of largescale aunaspheric and
macroeconomic models, and Section 3 dIscusses the role, and limitations of employing
economic models for predicting greethowe gases (GHGs) emissions, and the Impacts of
regulatory and abatement sastegles.
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ctior 4 is about the costs associated ith economic and social trartsforra:ion in
dfferenc couritne-s, if m..i:. teral reg ator or Climate Chag is :r per.e:ed. The
cho:ce of policy in rrrtents is a crucial eerrent in de.sgring any reg-lator) sche,e,
multilateral or domestic, and Secton 5 a..re.s.es this queston in the Clirra:e Cna-ge
corite.t, drawing upon both theoretical and expererce base irsghts. FinaUy, Section
6 attempts to furnish a sz.r.Act.are for anaysrtg the key question of equity in Climate
Change, drawfng upon an e str.g theoretical frarreork, end attempts to de.-i.e scme
rornative implications from irLsighcs ganed from seera' ethical schools.

2. The ve:opcoet of C -Be.neit Ana!ys.e (CBA): Diffic-4Jties aDd
Limitatioc:

The need for devising global policies for Climate Change arises from the fact that there
is no reason to suppose that Providence would ensure that the costs of Climate Charge
manifestations would be visited exclusively on the polluters, and symmetrically, that
benefits would flow exclusively to the environrnentaUy abstinent. Variants of
Cost-Benefit analysis have been developed for ranking alternative policy options in a
number of situations, including several (local and regional) environmental contexts.
However, CBA techniques need to be developed further in several aspects, before they
can be applied meaningfully to the analysis of Climate Change optons.

Very briefly, in CBA, different policy options are ranked with respect to the present
value of the respective st.rea.-ns of benefits and costs over time, reckoned with respect
to increase or decrease respectively in a chosen objective function, subject to the
resource and technical constraints faced by society. There are two principal types of
CBA. The first, i.e., Kador-Hcks CBA attenpts to rank different policy options on the
basis of their respectie potentials for increase in national income (GDP) in society. An
alternative procedure which is often employed in situations where there is great
uncertainty regarding the future streams of benefits, is "cost-effectiveness analysis",
in which the policy options are ranked in the order of lower (present value of) resource
costs to achieve a gen policy goal (for example, a specified Level of eriirorMrnerital
quality). The second, i.e., ial Cost-Benefit analysis, on the other hand, employs as
a ranking iterion the potential increase in a Social Welfare Function (SWF), explicitly
chosen by the analyst or the client policy makers, arid which incorporates society's
distributive concerns, along with efficiency consde.rations. An example of a SWF is a
weighted sum of the aggregate income Levels of different social groups, where the
weights are the (relative) mn,.rgirial utilities (cardinal, inter-personally compa.rabe) of
incomes of the respective groups ("Utilitarian SWF.

CBA methodologies have evolved for policy evaluations in limited temporal and 5patial
contexts, and further, for scales of costs and benefits which are not large in relation
to the concerned national or regional economies.

Policy options for Climate Change present several challenges to the development of
CBA methodologies. First, the "society" is no longer a national or regional entity, but
global in a spatial sense. Second, the time-frarne.s of policy options for Climate Change
may e.xter'd over many human generations, while conventional public policy concer.s do
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not generally sill-over more than a fe decades. Third, the Climate Change Issue is
characterized by pervasive uncertainties in the timing and nature of environrnèrtal
Impacts, their regional distribution, besides the economic and social effects of the
regulatory mechanisms themselves. Fourth, the Ill ely scales of costs and benefits are
no longer marginal, but large, so that major restructuring of economic patterns 'might
be involved. Finally, one must confront a funda.mental ethical question: Is It appropriate
to address det., environmental Issues from an anthropocentric standpoint, I.e., basing
policy choices on patterns of human preferences? We discuss below, in brief, each of
these aspects:

2.1. Cost-Benefit Analyses for a Global Society

CBA on the Kaidor-Hicks criterion, conducted lot policy options for a national or
regional economy, makes a.ri important, If implicit, assumption. That is, either the
distributive impacts of each of the policy options are negligible, or alternatively, that
the economy has a suite of separate policy irzst.rurnents which reliably, and costle.ssly,
ensure that the society's preferred pattern of re-source distribution is achieve4 at each
level of agg-egate societal Income, if these assumptions are valid, in
that case incea.ses in economic efficiency (i.e., national income) are unambiguously
desirable, and candidate policies may be ranked on that basis.

Policy analyses fo Climate Change in a global perspective must, however, contend with
the fact that. neither as.surnption is tenable. Actual manifestations of Climate Change
will almost certainly impose costs, and may confer benefits, unevenly across different
regions. For some, the costs may be of catastrophic dimensions. Further, the cc,ntrol
measures themselves, may impose highly skewed costs and benefits across different
regions. In addition, no human agency yet exists which can be trusted to (c.ostle.s.s!y)
reassign these costs and benefits, (or indeed any kind of re.sources), according to any
predetermined pattern.

Clearly an exclusive focus on efficiency in policy analyses of global Climate Change
options is inappropriate. The analyst has to address the task of devising policies which
incorporate mechanisms for redistributing costs and benefits across
agents, besides efficiency concerns. In other words, a Social CBA approach is
unavoidable in this instance. Conducting a Social CBA however requires the explicit
adoption of a SWF at the global level. This is the central aspect of the equity dimension
of the Climate Change Issue, which is discussed In greater detail below. At this point
one may note that the choice of a global SWF is not the task or province of the policy
analyst, but is inhe.-ently a political act, in which policy makers from different
countries, regior, and political and cultural orientations, are the players. At issue is
the very nature and procesc of political authority in the global context.

2.2. CM Ic ac Int&-Ge.neraUonal Context

Climate Change is characterized by benefits and costs flowing urbeen!y acrcs.s se\ er-al
human generations. Policy analysis employing CBA have encountered fev multiple
gezration situations so far, and accordingly the question of bow different gaticns
are to be treated by the present generation1 which currently has the power to
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unilaterally decide on lorg-terrn poicy options. is a fertile area for normative policy
research.

One possible input to CBA meth000ge-s from inter-g erationa' corderations is the
choice of (one or seerai) so:ia discour.t ra:e's), i.e., how benef1t.s and costs, whether
expre..ssed in economic terms, or in reation to changes ina gcbal SWF, are to be
discounted over time.

Any strictly positive discount rate app'ied to economic costs ar berefits implies a
determination that allocation of resources to the current g a:cr s 'nore importart
than to future gene.-atior..s. One a-g'mnent in just.fication of this ?<t1or is that because
of capital accumulation (and technological advances) by the current generation, future
generation.s will be richer. A typical member of the future generation will therefore,
value a unit of income (in utility terms) !e.ss than would a typical rne.rnber of the current
generation. Further, they will ha'.e greater resources for adapting to adverse impacts
of actual Climate Change. On the other hand, arguments have been advanced for zero
discount rates, i.e., which would not dist.inguish between individuals belonging to
different generations.

A large volume of literature exists on the choice of a social discount rate in the CBA
of conventional policies, i.e., with a time horizon of no more than a few decades. A
major probie.m is revealed by the fact that the application of such conventional social
discount rates, typically in the range of 8-12% per year, in an inter-generational
context, i.e., with time horizons of, say, 100 years, yields extremely low present values
of (postulated) very high future costs. This runs counter to intuitive notions of equity,
because it implies that virtually all of the costs of adaptation or abatement measures
should be passed on to future generations, een if they are be!ieed to be very high.

Several attempts have been made to incorporate inter-generational concerns in the CBA
framework, which are intuitively appealing. These approaches may be surrirnarized as
follows:

(a) Imposing sustainability constraints: This approach seeks to ailow the maximization
of net benefits to the current generation, subject to the requirement that (natural and
man-made capital) re-sources available to future generation.s would allow them to attain
at least the welfare level of the current generation. The major theoretical formulation
of the sustainability principle was furnished by Solow (1974), who showed in a simple
two-factor model (i.e., natural resources arid capital), that El constant level of
consumption can be maintained as long as any one of the following conditions are
satisfied:

The elasticity of substitution between the factors Is greater than unity, or

The substitution elasticity is unity, but the share of capital exceeds that of natural
resources, or

that there Is sustained resource augmenting technical change.
Of course, Important questions arise with respect to whether any of these condtions can
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be maintained very far Into the future. Little practical headway has yet been made In
operstionatizatlon or this concept, except for tentative attempts at computing GDP,
taking changes In levels of natural resources Into account.

(b Positive approaches: Some attempts have been made to show that even from the
perspeëtive or the current generation, social discount rates below private discount rates
are appropriate in an inter-generational situation. An argument for considering only the
preferences of the current generation, furnished by Arrow a.nd Kurz U 970), is that
because the revealed preferences of Individuals are accepted in making other social
choices, they should be accepted in the inty-gene.rational context as well. The counter
argument, of course, is that lack of representation to future generations Is the real
problem.

One example of a positive approach Is that of Marglin (1963). The argument runs that
consumption by future generatkns Is a public good to members of the present
generation. Accordingly, all members of the current generation are made better of f by
a social choice in favour of greater savings and Investment than would have been the
case with individuals acting Independe.ntiy. Such a decision would imply a social discount
rate below the private rate. This argument, though Intuitively appealing, does not hinge
on notions of inter-generational equity, but rests on efficiency considerations.

SVTs embodying inter-generational equity: In this approach, discounting s eschewed
in (avow of specifying welfare criteria based on the actual welfare levels of different
generations. One example of this approach relies on welfare criteria based on the
Rawisian (Rawls, 1971) ethic. Very briefly, this principle (maximinR) states that the
welfare of society is the welfare of the worst off member, given that basic freedoms
are available equally to all.

A counterintuitive implication of this principle applied inter-generationally was noted
by Solow (1974). He looked at the problem of dete.rrnining the largest sustainable level
of consumption for society, subject to constraints on capital accumulation and the stock
of an exhaustible resource. The ma.ximin principle would require a large initial capital
endowment, and if it is small, then the level of c.orswnption must be small forever,
because capital must not be accumulated by sacrificing the consumption of the first
generation which Is poor.

A way out was suggested by Phelps and Riley (1978). If generations are allowed to
overlap, the earlier generation which accumulates capital has a claim to more
retirement' consumption provided by the labour of the next generation, which has an
obligation t.owork more in exchange fcr the gift of capital. Such a program can be
supported by approrate debt ae.stioct, and growth Is further encouraged if the earlier
generation derives utility from the consumption of the later generation.

Modifications to the social discount rate: Several examples of this approach exist.
One approach seeks to set discount rates to zero, on the ground that one should be
impartial with respect to the time at which an individual lives. Such hnpartlallty may
be justified, for example In a R.awlsian framework, on the veil of tgnorance argument.
That is, individuals who are unaware of their future place in society and meeting to
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de:de on a cor.stituticnai Ira e':. uld be risk aerse, and accordingly choose riot
to ace any roup at an adantage or disadvantage relaeve to others. A a.-grnenc
ag3rst zero discount rates due to Olscn and Bailey (1981) is that discounting proceeds
from utility dtscounting t"trne pr eece") and cor..sumpton discounting. They Piae
shown that if time prefe:ence s zero, I.e., complete equality exists between
geratons, and interest rates are ct!y positive, individuals should rationally reduce
present consu.rrption to zero, which is countefintuitive.

Frmula:ons of consurrer dis.:o.nt rates, as well as of producer rates, bes.des
combir.a:ions of these aLso e.x.s: see Pearce, 199!). These approaches are still net
teore:calv satisfying. Ernprca results of the fkrst and second of these approaches
renain cotmterintuitive, and of the thrd, appear to re.st on some strong assurnptions

The long time-horizon of Chrnate Change also leads to some problems in positive
analysis of economic impacts. Long-term predictions are usually based on economic
models, arid se'.eral assumptions must be incorporated, which may drive the models'
results. These a.ssurriptioris may relate to technological change, economic structure,
population trends, and other aspects. It is hazardous to assert that any one of the
several alternative assumptions will ultimately prove to be valid.

2.3. L'ertainty

The Climate Change issue is permeated with ubiquitous uncertainties in the types and
regional distribution of envLronrnentai impacts, besides the economic and social impacts
of control or adaptation policies. One way to think about uncertainty in Climate Change
is to consider that at each period in the future, the world could experience different
sets of such impacts or "outcorr.ef. These possible outcomes may vary with the actual
control land/or adaptation) tegirrie that is implemented, but whii for each policy only
one of the possible outcomes w1i be actually realized, there is no way of kncing in
advance, which one it will be. None:hees.s, choices among competing policies must be
made based on incomplete ncwledge.

In an i.rnporant sense, this rictior. of uncertainty in Climate Change differs from
uncerta:nty as understood in conentional CBA. In the latter, it is assumed that
outcomes of policies depend on "states of nature, i.e., urifore.seeable events, but that
for arw realzed state of nature, it is possible to determine unambiguously the outcome
of a given CiiCy. For e.xa.mple,. hether or not an earthquake occurs Is a state of
nature, but given that one occurs, one may determine with certainty whether a
particular hydroelectric darn, embodying a particular policy choice, will survive. On the
other hand, uncertainty in Clunate Change implies that the outcomes of polcie.s cannot
be determined definitively in any case, because they are insensitive to any intervening
states of nature, all of which may be manifest In the long term over which Climate
Change may occur. In other words, in Climate Change, "God does not play dice with the
world," but that uncertainty arLse.s from inadequate human knowledge and understanding,
which could improve with time and effort. For example, uncertainty exists about the
predictions of Global Circulation Models (GCMs) of the atmosphere, or of economic
models of regulatory policies, on which policies must be based, because they are
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sensitive to modelling assumptions or parameter values, whose validity may be In doubt.
However, further research may reduce these uncertainties.

In the conte.xt of Climate Change, further complexity Is Introduced by (a) long-time
periods involved, on account of which uncertainties In the costs and benefits of policies,
and their regional and inter-generational distribution Lnaea.se; (b) the possibility of
catastrophe, meaning that under some equity perspectives the costs of some Impacts
should be vali3ed as infinite, een If they are remote in time or have a very small
probability of occurrence; (c) that knowledge of the uncertainties may change over
time, because of gains In scientific knowledge or better modelling (including economic
modelling) techniques, meaning that in hindsight, policychoices may be seen to have
been mistaken; and finally (d) that there Is a hierarchy of policy choice situations, i.e.,
global, national, and perhaps, subriational, so that policy choices at one level of the
chain may impact the outcomes of policies at other levels. This may be the case, for
example, with trade and the internationai division of labour, which may depend on the
interactions of global, national, and local regulatory regimes and economic policies.
Further, in the multilateral context, the issue of the process of policy choice and of
alterion of choosing arriong alternative polices Is reasserted.

Ways of dealing with uncertainty in conventior.al CBA ultimately rest on subjective
judgements. These udge.rnents relate, first, to the choice of a decision criterion. For
example, "m&xirnization of expected value', inwhicb the mathematical expectation
of net benefits, using subjective probability estimates, Is the decision variable).
Alternatively, the so-called 'naxirnin returns' rule, In which each candidate policy is
evaluated at the minimal net benefit it assures, with the one with the highest
such guarantee being chosen. Another option is the "minirnax risk' principle, in which
the alternative with the smallest 'maximum risk', defined for each combination of an
alternative and a state of nature, as the excess of the maximum net benefit available
in the state of nature and that actually resulting from the given decision in that state
of nature, is chosen, Second, judgement.s of the probabilities of the different outcomes
are also inherently subjective, and cannot be formulated as a strictly technical exercise.
Before or after an event, rx particular probability estimate of the same can be
unambiguously validated, even in principle.

In conventional CBA, with a clearly designated policy making authority, the subjective
Judgements of that authority must prevail. This remains true, even If the tasks of choice
of decision rule, or estimating probabilities, are delegated to policy analysts or experts,
because It Is the decision maker who exercises this choice. In the context of
multilateral decision making for global Climate Change policies, each party to the
negotiatiqns would make his cwt subjective chok. In this, there is scope for strategic
behaviour by the negotiators. For example, a country may adopt a negotiating strategy
of asserting a low probability to adverse Impacts In Its territory, or conversely, high
probability to favourable Impacts, in the expectation that this may reduce pressures on
It to adopt stringent emissions limits. If enough countries behave in this way, the
aggregate global levels of emissions may be negotiate4 at levels too high to appreciably
Impact the onset or severity of Cflmnate Change.

2.4. Large Scale of hnpacts
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Cor.vertiorial CBA deals vith potices 'ose economic impacts are at the margin, I.e..
s.'na!l in re!at.on to the oerall ecorcny, and even perhaps to individual markets.
Se.era! asrnions may be usfled in such cases. For exa.mple, most corwentior.a!
CBA res.s on partial equiltbr.um anoyss, so that only the markets directly impacted
riced to be stu6ed, maintanir.g the cete-.s-paibus ("all else unchanged") assumption.

Climate Charge impacts, or regulatory measures, may however, have to be studied in
a more compeerve manner. For eaple, since regulation of GHGs emissions will
impact patterns of energy use, and energy is a significant Input in all industries,
regu!atory policies may need to be evauated in a general eçuitibrium framework, i.e.,
ock;ng at the inter-dependence of and irnpa.cts on all markets, including the traded
sectors. Additionally, policies for g!obal GHGs regulation will impact national or
regorial economies differentially, altering their liner-relationships, for example
pattern.s of comparative advantage and trade.

General equilibrium analyses typically rely on large-scale models of economies, in
cont.rast to the small scale, project or program level focus of conventional CBA. A
comparison of such micro level ("bottom up") and model based ("top down") estimates
of abatement costs reveals systematic differences in the results. The top down studies,
which typically rely on the neo-classical a.ssurnption of cost minimizing behaviour by
firms, show national economies moidng away from an initial equilibrium in which all
firms employ resources optimally, so that abatement costs are positive. On the other
hand, bottom up studies, employing the a.s.sumption of "unfettered penetration of
technologies", frequently show negative abatement costs, because the benign
technologies may also be more efficient, at least when no changes in relative prices are
allowed for. While it is clear that because of the large scale of impacts, general
equilibrium effects must be taken into account, one challenge of model development is
to realistically incorporate rapid or discrete technological change.

2.5. Is an Anthropoce.ntric Approach Ethical?

Climate Change may impact the major ecosystern.s of the globe, and thus, all life forms.
It may promote speciation through modification of habitats, and for the same reason,
may result in the extinction of some species. While several other policy questions have
concerned significant loca) or regional ecological impacts, Climate Change is the one
issue in which impacts may be planetary in scope and permanent in duration.

The validity of CBA, or indeed any methodological approach (for e.zample, decision
analysis), based on human preferences or valuations, presupposes that an arithropocentric
world view is appropriate. The issue may be framed in terms of whether mankind has
rights of domination over all Creation (and may therefore employ all of nature as he
pleases), or is but one species among many (and accordingly, has no right to disturb the
natural order), or has a special responsibility to preserve other living and non-living
entities without regard to his own benefit, I.e., stands in relation to the rest of Creation
as guardian or trustee. Clearly, no analytical answer to these issues is possible, and the
matter Is at the heart of ethical philosophy.

Several serious researchers (e.g., TrIbe, 1987), have sought to define an environmental
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ethic not based on human domination over other "modes of being", Including living and
nnn-Iiving entitles. Thus, Tribe suggests that "at a minimum, we must begin to
extricate our nature regarding impulses from the.conceptuaily oppressive aphexe of
human want satisfaction, by encouraging the elaboration of perceived obligations to
plant and animal life and to objects of beauty In terms that do not falsify such
perceptions from the very beginning by "insistent 'reference to human intere.st.s'." Some
specific proposals In this general direction Include:

Legal recognition of a principle that the concept of "rights" Is not confined to
humans (Stone, 1972). This should not be confused with the Idea that their "wants"
should be identified and included in a calcvlus of preferences. Recognizing these rights
may be consistent with acknowledging that there maybe circumstances In which such
rights may be overridden, as Indeed is the case with several "human rights."

The app.oint.ment of rdans or trustees for environmental entities, living and
non-living. as an embodiment of the recognition of such rights.

Making explicit obligations to nature in environmental surveys and statements, and
allocating resources to improving the technical capacity to incorporate Such obligations
in policy analyses.

The use of CBA, or other analytical techniques based on human prefe.rence.s, is
ultimateiy based on the doctrine of human domination over nature. Since Climate
Change has gene.'-ated global discourse, it is indeed appropriate that the issue is looked
at from alternative cognitive perspectise.s.

3. Tbe Use of ForrnaJ Ecornic Models:

Policy analysis of Climate Change has relied extensively on formal modelling e..ze.rcises.
Two principal categories of such models are, first, global energy-carbon dioxide
prediction models, and second, national or regional economic models focused on energy
use and regulation. The next two subsections briefly recount these modelling efforts,
and the last subsection considers the possible use of formal models in policy analysis of
Climate Change.

3.1. Global Energy-Carboo icxide ModeJa:

Numerous attempts have been made at making long-term (i.e., half a century or more)
predicuons of atmospheric carbon dioxide, employing formal, quantitative models.
Hcw ever, .Y such predictions are i rirsic-ay urertair, with the uncertainty increasing
stap!y with the time horizon. The uncertainty arises both from the tentative r.at-e of
econmic fo-ecasts of anthropogenic activities which generate GHGs, as well as from
inadequate scentific unded-st.arlding of the various natural proceces of the carbon cycle.
There are three basic types of such models:

The first type are simple extrapolations of historical trends of energy use, and may be
regarde4 as summarizations of more detailed projections. They may be useful for
sensitivity analyses of the carbon cycle and the climate system, but have little intuitive
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appeal a.s sv ems of cocprehen.si.e carbon diox.de accountng Eiarnples of this type
of mode! incude: Keeing and 8acastow (1977). and Segenthaer and Oeschger (1978).

The second type of goba! c rbor dozde mode:s are uncor,t.ro!led" (i.e., no regulatory
mechanism is embedded). global energ-clLrnate systems models. They include reatively
de:aled descr.ptions of gobal energy supply and demand, and carbon dioxtde emis.sorLs
are an incidenai output. Various models of this type vary greatly in design, in the
extent to '.hich for-ma! modelling te riques are employed, and in the details of fuels,
gecgaphy, and other a:ors. E.xamples of this approach include: Perry and Lasberg
(1977;, EdT&O!4±$ and ReJly (1983), Rotty and Marland (l9&, Nordhaus (1977 and 1979),
and IIASA 19S1).

The thtrd type of models incorporate feedbacks- from changes in atmospheric carbon
dioxide to the global energy system. They require a basic analysis of a model of the
second type as input, but additionally, take into acount changing levels of carbon
dioxide, or costs of climate change. In other words, the level of atmospheric carbon
dioxide is included as a possible external con.straint on the energy system. Examples of
models of this type include Nordhaus (1980), Perry et. al. (1982), and Edrnonds and
Reilly (1983).

The results of all models which are based on reasonably in-depth studies of carbon
dioxide erniss.ons project a growth in energy use over the next 40 to 50 years of 2 to
2.5 times the 1975 level (which was 8 Terrawatt-yea.rs!year). Whenever such scenarios
do not project a large share of non-fossil fuels, they lead to serious concerns about
climate change in the next 50 to 100 years.

3.2. National (Regional) E.negy Foced Models:

Models of national economies focused on energy supply, demand, and the impacts of
policy, have been taken seriously by policy makers from the time of the first oil price
shock of 1973. An example is Hudson and Jorgenson (1978). Numerous models in this
category have been de eloped, varying widely in level of modelling detail, assumptions,
time-frame, and methodology.

The current generation of this category includes appied general equilibrium models
designed to simulate the Impacts of price shocks with a high level of causal detail (e.g.,
De.spotakis and Fisher, 1989), or to simulate the impacts of multilateral and domestic
GHGs regulatory' in.strurnent.s (e.g., Chosh, 1990), or to evaluate the costs of
erwironrnerital quality regulations (e.g., Hazilla and Kopp, 1990). It also includes
disaggregated long-term thodels to evaluate the impacts of pollution regulation on
growth (Jorgenson and Wilcoxen, 1989), and long-term macroeconomic models for
estimating the economic costs of carbon dioxide emissions limits (e.g., Manne and
Richels, 1989). Several of these models attempt to estimate the average or marginal
costs of fossil fuel carbon dioxide reductions in the respective Countries. The estimates
vary widely, reflecting underlying differences in modelling assumptions, structure, and
abatement scenarios. A representative sample of these estimates is furnished below:
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Table 3.1: The Cot of Carbon Dioxide Reductiors: Repre.sentative E.stirnate.s:

Author(s' Regor Forecast % CO2 Reference Costs 1989 US$. TC
Yea.- Reductiozs Year Average Margira!

Gerbers Nether. 2020 20 1990 31 31

etaL
(1990) 2020 70 1990 174 829

Yarnaj Japan 2005 0 19S8 n.a. 281
et.al.
(1990)

Marine & LSA 2030. 20 1990 210 250
Richels
(1990)

Jorger..son USA 2100 20 1990 na. 46
& Wilcoxen
(1990)

CBO USA 2100 20 1988 n.a. 110-440
(1990';

Morris USA 2010 20 1990 28 39

e:.al.
(1990)

Source: Adapted from E4rnonds and Webb)e..s (1991).
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3.3. T& Use of Fortal ModeLs In Policy Ana!yL' of Climate Char.ge:

Typca'ly, the development of forrral predctive or policy ara!ysis models requires
sgficant re.sources of time and effort. lrnp:icitly, the expectation of the mdellers in
engig.g in such inten.si'e re.search actwity is that the simulation re.sult.s of the models
wuid be taken serou.siy by policy naers and acti'lst.s, and actually employed as inputs
to policy formulation. An important que.stion that arises is: Why and to what extent
shculd policy rakers and other players in the policy game accept analyses which employ
such models as credible input.s to the policy making proce.ss? The issue of validity of
policy modelling Is intimately linked to the perception.s of whether the-se a2proaches
cor..s:itute "science". There is gene:a açeement that the scencific method .ncude.s (a)
the dominant role of empirica teszng, (b) the reproducibility of results, (c) of being
explicit about uncertainty, Cd) of peer review, and Ce) of open debate about alternative
theories. We discuss below the applicability of each of the.se attributes of the scientific
method to existing policy analysis practices:

Empirical validation: Differences between validation in the natural sciences and
policy analysis models are centered on the facts that empirical policy analysis models
are contingent on place, time and circumstance, rather than universal, and that
validation by the process of controlled experimentation is not possible when the subject
of the experiments is society itself (a difficulty common to all social science).

Policy analysis models present some further difficulties which are not encountered in
the "hard" sciences. First, policy analysis models often attempt to project the
implications of policy decisions far into the future, and direct testing of predictive
validity cannot be camed out until long after the analysis Is required. Second, such
models are frequently designed to simulate the impacts of alternative policies. In such
ca.ses, empirical validation of the models in respect of the policies which are not
adopted is not possible, even in principle. Finally, when the models can be ca!ibrated
against historical data, there is no a.s-surance that past parameter values, or even causal
relatior..ship.s will hold In the future.

It is clear that direct empirical validation is not pos.sie for several types of policy
rrodeling, including those related to long-term Climate Change. This unavoidable
situation places a greater burden on policy modellers to observe the other canons of
scientific procedure, If the results of the models are to be relied upon eve-n to a limited
extent. Howev, It seems that these conention.s are not yet well established among
policy arayst.s, as discussed below:

Reproducibility: Policy analysts have largely neglected the Issue of reproducibility,
as may be seen, for Instance In the frequent lack of adequate documentation that would
enable other researchers to reproduce the results. This may be on account of the fact
that standardization of methods and tools Is not yet sufficiently advanced in policy
analysis, so that It Is difficult to convey the details of modeLs adequately In typical
journal length articles.

Uncertainty: Despite, or perhaps because of, the vast uncertainties Inherent In most
policy analysis models, It Is still not standard practice to treat uncertainties In an
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explicit, probabilistic fashion. This contrasts with the practice In the experimental
sciences, In which it Is usual to report e.stirnates of ;sndom or systematic error In
measurements or estirnste.s. it is clearly prudent to conduct sensitivity analyses of
policy analysis models with respect to parameter values or key assumptions, but this
practi:e, while Increasing, Is not yet the norm.

Peer review: in conventional science, peer review takes place largely through the
refereeing arid publication of research reports. For a large and complex policy model,
an adequate review can be time consuming and problematic, even If adequate
dourrientation exist-s. It has also been a.r.jed that owing to the time urgent nature of
several type-s of policy analysis, peer reflews are inappropriate, even for models of
modest scale. While this may be true in some case.s, a general failure to focus on peer
reviews has perhaps contributed to the slow development of standards of good analytical
practice, as well as a failure to extract gene.raliz able Insights from specific analyse-s.

Debate: Any model used In policy analysis will, at best1 be an approximation to the
real world. Further, policy analysis almost always deals with situations that are
ill-structured. in traditional sciences there are norms about how to conduct
experiments, what kinds of theories are Interesting,.and what questions are interesting:
The-se constitute the prevailing paradigm" of the discipline. In policy analysis, on the
other hand, there seems to be no clearly prevailing paradigm, but rather a number of
different contending criteria and methodologies. This lack of agreement on paradigm,
and on the focus on ill-structured problems make-s the criterion for deciding what is
"best" especially difficult. It has been suggested (Mitroff and Mason, 1980) that policy
analysis is a dialectical process in which a model is proposed, and counter-models are
offered in response. Debate focuses on the relative failings of the competing models,
and over time, an improved model may be synthe.sise.d from the initial ones. Claims to
validity of any policy mode!, are thus always tentative.

It is likely that the findings of policy research influence policy making, not directly
("instrumental use"), but in a diffuse and indirect manner, without policy makers being
able to cite specific research findings employed by them ("conceptual use").
Alternatively, such findings may be employed for relnforc[ng partisan viewpoints, or as
an aid to legitimizing decisions that have already been taken ("symbolic use").

The fact of possible, even probable, symbolic and conceptual use of research findings,
casts a special responsibility and ne-ed for restraint on the part of policy analysts. The
findings of formal models which are not rigorously validated (including those which by
their very nature or time frame do not lend themselves to e.rnpirical validation) and in
which the extent of uncertainty In the results Is not dete.rrnined to specified confidence
levels, should not be employed In proposrg actual policy measures. This is not to
svgge.st that the findings of such urvalidated models should not be dLs.serninated to
policy makers. Provided that the theretioal structure of the models is sound as
dete.rrnine.d by peer revew, that the dat.s employed Is believed to be rellable, and that
the models are robust as demonstrated through sensitivity analyses over key as..sumnptloris
and parameter values, the focus of such revelations should be on the causal insights
gained. In particular, these Insights may relate to mechar:ismr.s which are not transparent
to the intuition, and In identifying promIsing policies for further analysis.
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4. Tbe tnerUe of Social aM Economic Sytesns:

Simple economic models frequently furnish important insights that are difficult-to gain
from pure intuition. These models are "simple" in the sense that they involve several
abstractions from reality, to reduce the number of Interacting variables. The
Construction of such models involve making numerous assumptions,, for which economists
are notorious. indeed it has been asserted that economic models are to be judged not
by the plausibility of
their assumptions, but solely by their predictive power.

A "standard" a.ssurnption in economics is that factors of production are furgible between
economic activities, and accordingly, cha.nge-s in economic patterns are for the most
part, costlé.ss. Firms may therefore respond smoothly to policy or price changes,
although adjust.rnent.s of different types of inputs may Involve different time lags. Thus,
in the "very short run", firms may alter materials (and energy) entering process streams,
and in the "short run", labour. In the "long-run", capital employed may be changed, and
firms may enter or exit a given, industry. "hxed costs" refer to capital (including
hurnancapital) stocks which are specific to a given plant (or activity, in the case of
human capital), and which cannot be reassigned in any meaningful ume frame. Such
costs, once incurred, as treated as "sunk." A major theme of neociasscai ecoriorncs is
that only variable costs matter for making economic decisions, and that sunk. costs are
to be ignored in a rational calculus.

Strategies for reducing GHGS emissions, or in adapting to Climate Change may involve
changes in technology, economic structure, and life-styles. The existing patterns are,
in each country, the resuit of historical evolution. Unlike the neo-ciassical economic
assumption, changes in technology and economic structure will not be costless, nor will
changes in life-styles be ithout pain.

Con.sderable economic and social infrastructure Is currently built around ene.rgv
dependent systems. One e..xarnpte illustrates this a.s.sertion. Modes of transport, i.e.,
whether mass or personal tran.sporution systems dominate, and the vehicular mix in
each, determine capital stock and technologies in the sector, besides public
infrastructure: railway lines, airports or highways, and patterns of fuel use. Second
order linkages include composition of industrial output and trade, be-sides occupational
patterns, human settlement modes, and lifestyles. Clearly, limitations on GHGS use in
the transport sector would have perasve effects throughout the economy. A similar
order of economic and social linkage-s and effects of GHGs regulation may be traced for
other energy intensive sectors, for e.xarnple power generation, industry, agriculture, etc.

In reality, of course, physical capital stocks are not fungible across sectors, or across
different technologies in a given sector. in other words, much investment in physical
capital is to be regarded as a 'sunk cost', in any significant change In economic
structure, including technical change. To an e.xtent, this would also be true of human
capItal. While some types of workers may be retraIned at relatively little cost and
deployed in ne*er lines of economic activity, several skills may become manifestly
obsolete and/or because of barriers to labour mobility, the workers may be unable to
relocate. The human capital embodied in the skills of such workers must then also be
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reckoned a.s a 'sunk cost.'

Since regulation of Climate Change, as well as Its possible Impacts may involve major
restructuring of the economy, the question of the magnitude of these 'sunk costs'
t.ecome.s important. Analogously, lifestyle changes may also occur, bringing unhappines.s
or disutility (and it may be pos.sible to assign monetary values to such disutility, for a
given distribution of resources In society). These magnitudes are closely related to the
time-frame lii which regulatory measure.s are Implemented (or adaptation Ls necessary).
This is because of several reasons:

First, if the required changes are implemented gradually, It may be possible to run down
e.xisting (physical and human) capital stocks fully in a given sector, before fresh
Investments embodying new technology (and skilLs) are made. A similar situation may
prevail for human capital I.e., workers of a given skill may superannuate by the time
that new invest.ment.s requiring new skills are made. Second, If existing capital is not
in fact fully depreciated (i.e., In an intrinsic, not financial book value sense), but the
period of (premature) replacement is spread out, given positive private discount ra:e.s,
the present value of 'sunk costs' would be relatively low. Further, one may anticipate
that significant technological improve.rne.nts would oc-cur over time, and this fact may
also reduce anticipated adjustment co5ts if the period of rest..ructuririg is spread out.
Finally, one may intuitively accept that rapid lifestyle changes may bring greater
disutility than gradual changes, and further, If positive time preferences
exist with respect to utility, the magnitude of total disutility (perhaps aggregated by
monetary imputations) would be lower still.

Several differences exist between industrialized and developing countries with regard
to the current age and composition profiles of (physical and human) capital stock.
Generally speaking, In many OECD countries, traditional Indu.st.rial sectors which are
GHGs intensive have e.xpe.renced slow or negative growth In the past several decades.
On the other hand, several "sunrise" sectors, i.e., those which have shown relatively high
growth rate.s in recent dades, for example, Information intensive sectors such as
services, pharmaceuticals, entertainment software, etc., are not GHGs Intensive. This
means that in industrialized countries, the age of capital stock In GHGs intensive
sectors is on the average "high", and that of less GHGs Intensive sectors, "low". This
situation contrasts with that in many "Newly Industrializing Economies" (MEs). In these
countries industrial capital stock Is largely concentrated In GHGs Intensive sectors, for
example, steel, fertilizer, electric power, and are 'new", as compared to similar capital
stocks in Industrialized countries. A case is therefore apparent, even on cost
minimization grounds, I.e., without Involving equity considerations, for global GHGs
regulatory policies to be focused on the ea.rler restructuring of OECD ec-onornies away
from GHGs Intensive activity. Equity corLside.rations, taking Into account the relative
burden of restructuring costs across countries, would seem to only reinforce this
conclusion, which dominates the alternatives of restructuring by all countries at the
same rate, or a policy of earlier restructuring by developing c-ou.ntries.

5. Tbe lssie of htrutreot Cic*

The environmental economli literature distinguishes betee-n two broad cla..ses of
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envirournental regulatory in.strurnent-s, I.e., "command and cont.rol" or fiat type
instruments, and market tncentve based lnstru.rnenu. An example of the former is
emissions standards (i.e., quantity re.strictions on poUutio emissons of a givers type
e.g., SOX, emitted) imposed by directive, and of the latter, poliuttor taxe..s I.e., a
uniform tax on polluters per unit of pollutant of a given type emitted.

In the case of carbon dioxide whose erriis.sions primarily result from fossil fuel use, the
possibility also exists, at least In the context of a national economy, of the use of
conventional fiscal and tariff instruments on energy sources and energy Intensive
sectors. The use of these in.strurnent.s may, by altering the structure of relative prices
perceived by economic agents, Impact patterns of energy use by inter-fuel substitution
(e.g., substitution of fossil fuels by hydropower for electricity generation), or of factors
use (i.e., substitution of energy by capital and/or labor, e.g., by promoting energy
conservation), or of industrial and trade structure (e.g., shifts in output and/or trade
from energy intensive industrial sectors like steel to (skilled) labor intensive sectors
such as services). These shifts In energy use patterns may Impact the emissions of
carbon dioxide, and perhaps of other GHGs as well.

Some re-suits from the theory of environmental regulation relating to the c.hoce of
environrnertal regulatory policy instrument.s are summarized in the next subsection.

5.1. Standard Theoretical Results:

In the case of a pollution tax, a necessary condition of
economic efficiency in a competitive economy is that the rate of tax is set equal to the
marginal damage from pollution. However, and this would very iikey be true of CLimate
Change, the information required to reach efficiency (i.e., the marginal damage at the
efficient point to all agents exposed to the pollutant) is unlikely to be available. In that
case, a pollution tax will still ac}ieve a given level of environmental quality (e.g.,
aggregate GHGs emissions levels) at least resource cost, unde.r the ass.irriptions of cost
minimization and price taking by firms, which fiat based instrurnent.s are unlikely to
accomplish. Further, a rigid standard may involve unacceptable control costs if the
regulator is misinformed about the magnitude of actual marginal control costs. Another.
advantage of a pollution tax over a standard under these assumptions Is that a ta
provides a continuing Incentive to polluters to reduce emissions if cost effective means
are available, no matter how low they are already. This may stimtate technical change
in abatement methods.

On the other hand, while poliution taxes may Involve substantial expenditures on
monitoring and enforcement, these may be significantly lower for standards If they are
imposed by the device of mandated technologies (e.g., a "best avaIlable abate.rnent
technology" policy). Another disadvantage of $ pollution tax Is that the level of
environmental quality attaIned cannot be chosen in advance, as It results from the
decentralized actions of numerous (and diverse) agents. To achieve a given level of
aggregate emissions, tinkering with the pollution tax rate over time may be necessary.
However, If an Initial level of pollution tax leads to inve.sr.rneats in atate.ment, the costs
of adjustment In response to a change In tax rate may be high.
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An alternative to pollution taxes that ls sometimes suggested is a subsidy to reduce
pollution. The argument goes that resource allocation, including the emissions of
pollutants, does not depend on the assignment of environmental property rights (i.e.,
whether agents are taxed or rewarded for abatements does not affect the outcomes,
except for the distribution of Incomes). Typically such subsidies take the form of
payment, at least In part, of the costs of pollution control. Three major proble.rns arise
In this approach. First, it Is difficult to establish benchmarks for emissions levels
(reduction below which will merit lump sum subsidy payments) for each agent without
creating incent:ves for them to misrepresent theu actual emis,sons levels. Second, a
subsidy may bias the choice of abaternent.echnology. For e.xarnple, If capital costs are
subsidized, but operating costs are not, capital intensive control methods may be
adopted even if they are not efficient (economic). Third, because the subsidy payments
can impact agents' profits, while each existing pollute.r may reduce emissions, an
incentive Is created to other agents to enter the polluting activity, and
In the long-run, the aggregate level of pollution will tend to Increase.

In addition, t.radeable pe-rmnfts have been proposed by economists as a means of achieving
aggregate pollution emis.sions levels at potentially lower costs than standard.s imposed
on each polluter. Further, tradeable permits also eliminate uncertainty about aggregate
e.mis.sioris levels (or a.rnbsnt qaiity, if so desired). However, the monitoring and
enforcement costs of tradeable permits may be higher than for pollution tax, because
of the need to keep track of trades in permits after the initial assignments. Additional
administYative costs may be incurred in operating a scheme for the initial assignments.
In the theoretical analysis of tradeable permits, it Is assumed that once assigned, a
competitive market operates among agents ow-nirig these permits.

Two principal ways of assigning these pe.rrnits are as follows. First, the permits may be
distributed among agents on the basis of a political dete.rmnination of entitlements. In
this case, unequal political power of agents may re-suit in ine.quitious" distributions of
these rights among agents. Second, they may be auctioned by the regulator. In the latter
case, If some agents are "1arge, they may form (buyers' and sellers') c.ax-teLs and the
outcome may differ from that which would be realized If the bidding were perfectly
cornpe ti tive.

A widely shared view among economists is that which of these Instruments accomplishes
a de.sLred level of control at least cost, Including monitoring and enforcement costs, is
essentially an empirical one. The following subsection briefly surveys the experience so
far with the actual operation of incentive based environmental regulatory instruments
at the level of national (and subr1ational) economies:

5.2. Actual E erie.oce with E onmenti Reguia tory hrents

Pollution taxes (emiss!or charges), and other sim!lar fee based syste.rns have been
operated In Europe, Japan, and the U.S., for at least two decades. These Include
effluent charge-s on water pollutants (France, Italy, Ge.rmany,Nether!ands and U.S.), air
pollution charges (France and Japan), t-a.ze.s on polluting vehicles (Sweden), and on
hazardous solid waste (U.S.). Some Lnsghts which may bear generalization are as
follows:
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(I) Charge-s have been typically designed to raise revenue, rather than to achieve
efficient levels of pollution control, or even minimize Costs of achieving given
envron.rnental standards. The level of improvements appear to be positively related to
the level of charges. However, the impacts are low when the revenues are returned to
the polluters.

Typically the revenues from charges are used for specific environmental purposes,
rather than for reducing reliance on conventional taxes (which may involve greater
distortions In resource allocation than pollution taxes).

Where charges have been successful, they have been introduced gradually and
increased over time (at rates exceeding the inflation rate).

Tradeable permits schemes have not yet been employed as widely as pollution taxes.
Three examples are from the U.S., i.e., trading emissions rights under the Clean Air
Act, tradrng of lead In gasoline, and control of water pollution in a river. A fourth
example involves air pollution trading In Germany (for which only very limited
information Is available). Once again, some insights which might be relevant in other
contexts, are as follows:

The market structure and the behavioral norms of the regulated agents are
important. In the case of the Wisconsin Fox River, the disappointing results of a scheme
of trading discharge permits are traced to (at least) two reasons. First, several of the
polluters (pulp and paper plarts) are oligopolistic, and may not behave as competitive
firms in the permits market. Second, another set of polluters a.re municipal waste plants
subject to public utility regulation, and perhaps insensitive to market incentives.

Where a trading scheme has resulted in large numbers of trades (e.g., as allowed
under the netting" component of the e.znis.sion.s trading program of the U.S. Clean Air
Act), significant cost reductions in compliance have resulted (exceeding $ 10 billion in
accumulated capital savings under all components of the program). Further, while
environ.rneneal quality has certainly Improved under the scheme, since the emissions
trading program is additional to, and not in replacement of the traditional command and
control reg'Jl2tory approach, It is not possible to say how much of the Improvement is
attributable to the emissions trading scheme.

Effective monitoring and widespread agreement on environmental objectives are
important for the success of tradeable permits sche.mes. This appears to be the case
with the lead trading program among refineries In the U.S., which also cor,forrns closely
to the notion of a competitive market in permits.

In the next subsection we Identify some implications of the above discussion for the
choice of multilateral and national level policy Instruments for regulation of GHGs
emissions.

5.3. Cx1ce of Policy !ztrneats for GHGs Regulatloo:

Multilateral level policy Instruments which have been suggested for regulation of GHGs
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emissions by different countries or regions Include variants of standards ("corrLrnitments
on sources"), as well of pollution taxes ("carbon taxes"), and tradeable permits. While
there has been some debate1 both In
policy forums as well is In the academic literature, on irtstrurnent choice, the question
of monitoring and enforcement (M&E) mechanisrrs has received comparatively little
attention. This omsslon Is surprising, both because regulatory schemes are critically
dependent on effective M&E, and because the M&E costs of different regulatory
strategies may vary widely, Impacting the choice of policy Instruments.

In the rnultilate.ral arena, several political considerations, for example, national
sovereignty, may dominate strictly economic criteria (I.e., costs or efficiency)1 In the
choice of regu!atory sche.rnes. In addition, the choice of policy in.st.rurnent.s may have
Important distributive (or equIty) Lrrpflc-atioas both across and within the regulated
agents (countries or regions). Thus, for example, considerations of national sovereignty
may preclude the use of emis.sions standards based on technologies mandated by external
authorities. Considerations of soereignty would also dictate that the choice of
domestic regulatory insu-uments, in fulfilment of multilateral obligations, must be left
to national policy make.rs. However, the feasibility of effective national level regulation
would constitute an input into the fixing of multilateral obligations. E4uity Issues within
regulated entities (countries) may, for example, involve thange.s in relative factor
rewards (i.e., Interest rates, wage levels, and land rentals), impacting the Incomes of
different social classes.

If one assumes that any scheme of multilateral reguiation of GHGs will be focused on
sovereign States3 the first question which arises in the context of insu-urnent choice Is
whether the standard theoretical results would continue to hold In the multilateral
context. In particular, we need to enquire whether the as.suxnptiori of cost minimization
by finns has a clearly identifiable counterpart In the case of States. Further, when
considering inte.rnatior.al tradeable pe.rrnits,whether there Is good reason to believe that
the resulting permits markets would be competitive.

In attempting to answer the first question we Initially proceed In a normative, rather
than a positive manner: The minimization of (domestic resowce) costs of compliance
with a multilateral regulatory regime would re-suit in a gain in efficiency. Public
authorities of States 'should however, seek to maximize societal welfare, which has
components of both efficiency and distribution across societal classes.
Characteristically, policy choices Involve tradeoffs between efficiency and distribution.
For this reason, gains in economic efficiency may not be unambiguously desirable.
Because different (rnult!ateral) regulatory approaches may have varying impacts on
efficiency and distribution, It follcws that quite ratonafly, policy makers may not
display cost mirmzin.g respons.e.s to multilateral rg.ilation. Switching to a positive
approach, we note that a sizable literature on the theory of public choice suggests that
the maximization of a societal welfare function may conflict with the incentive
structure of public officIals, and for that r-e.ason, is unilkely to occw.

The second question, I.e., whether we may expect an International tradeable permits
market to be competitive, may be answered Intuitively by looking at the existing
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distribution of resources acros.s countries. The fact_s of va.st disparities in the wealth of
nations, concentration of wealth In $ relatively small number of nations, and great
heterogeneity and political difference.s among a much Iager number of poor nations,
would suggest that formation of emissions permits cartels by rich nations would be easy.
No effective device can be visualized to counter this reality.

The limited experience with operating market based regulatory scheme-s (discussed
above) suggest that deviations from the a.s..sumption.s on which the theoretical results are
based would tend to make these Instruments ineffective. Two key theoretical
assumptions Indeed seem to be violated in the case of market based multilateral
inst.rurnents. Further, as we have seen, in the case of emissions standards, the option
of basing them on mandated technologies, which may reduce M&E Cost_s In their case,
may violate notions of national sovereignty. Having said this, one may recognize one
advantage of international carbon taxes and (auctioned) tradeable permits over several
alternative scheme-s. These instruments may yield significant net revenues to the
multilateral regulatory agency, which may be important in devising practical schemes
for financial transfers to developing countries, as may be mandated by a determination
of the equity question.

Any multilateral GHGs reg'ulatory regime focused on sovereign States has to be
translated by national public authorities to a domestic regulatory fra.rnework for
doirkestic emitters, deslged to ensure national level compliance with the multilateral
responsibilities. In the case of developing countries generally, an important
consideration is that a major part of economic activity is in the "unorganized" sector,
with little possibility of access by regulatory instruments1 including market based
irist.rurnent.s. This is because such activity is typically tiny in scale, widely dispersed, and
may have little market nex. It would be urreaIistic, accordingly, to subject developing
countries to stringent application of multilateral regulatory inst.rurrient.s, and at least
in the near term, expect that they would be effective.

Energy is a ubiquitous input in all economic activity, and different energ sources are
(partly) substitutable with each other, and in the aggregate are substitutes (or
complements) for other input.s to production, i.e., capital, labor, land, and materials.
Accordingly, the effects of any domestic policy instrument impacting GHGs emissions
through inducing changes in energy use, applied to a single sector (e.g., electricity
generation), or a category of economic agents (e.g., cor_surners) carry over, through
changes in relative prices and factor rewards to all aspects of the economy. These
include changes In patterns of production, trade, aggregate Income and Its distribution,
consumer welfare, government revenues and expenditures, Inflation, savings and
investment, and the external balance of payments. Further, global regulation of GHC1s
may be expected to alter comparative advantage across nations, and relative prices of
tradeable.s, be.sdes financial and investment flows.

It is not likely that all these diverse Lrnpacts of GHGs regulation can be predicted
Intuitively. Some Insights may be ganed through formal economic modelling techniques.
While several limited modelling efforts have Indeed been made, we are still far sway
from an adequate understanding of the impacts of global and national level regulation
of GHGS emissions. Clearly there Is need for further research on the question of
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Instrument choice In the multilateral and dome.stic GHGs regulatory context. Given the
present state of knowledge, one would hesitate to unreservedly recommend any
particular regulatory as-rangement for adoption In the near term.

6. StructurIng the Equity lssue

The key to an eventual international irLsU-uent for regulation of Climate Charge is the
issue of equity or fairness. Equity Is involved not only In the distribution of possible
benefits of control, but also, importantly, In the costs of abatement responslblliUe.s. A
gestalt view of the latter aspect Is that since a Protocol would have to limit global
errns.ions, and also apportion entitle.rnent.s to emissions (or the share of net revenues
that might be yielded by the use of International regulatory instruments, such as carbon
ta.xe.s or tradeable perrnit.$), real resource transfers are involved In such schemes.
Further, since the sharing of burdens, entitlements, and beneflts would occw
not only among countries or regions, but also across human generations, equity In the
context of Climate Change has both spatial and temporal dimertsion.s. The Issue Is
complex, and in this paper we do not attemnpt anything more than providing an outline
of a framework for analysis of the problem.

Notions of fairne.ss are deeply Intertwined with the idea of "equality." The term
'equality' is used in different senses. It may refer to "equality before the !aw, i.e.,
equality of treatment by authorities. Alternatively, It may refer to "equality of
opportunity", i.e., equality of chances in an economic system. A third meaning is
"equality of result", i.e., equal distribution of goods or productive resources. Coleman
(1987) seeks to distinguish between these different meanings In the following manner:

Suppose that a system consists of:

a set of positions which have two properties:

(I) when occupied by persons, they generate activities producing valued goods and
services;

(ii) the persons in these positions are rewarded for these activities, both rnate.rially and
symbolically;

a set of adults who occupy posftors;

chidre,n of these adults;

(dl a set of normative or legal constraints on c.ertath actions.

Equality under 18w concerns (b), (c), and (d): i.e., the norrnaUve or legal constraints on
actions depend only on the nature of the action, and not on the identity of the actor.
That Is, the law t.rea...s persons In similar positions similarly. Equality of opportunity
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concerns (a), (bI, and (c), i.e., that the process through which persons come to occupy
positions give an equal chance to all. Ordenarily this means that a child's opportunities
to occupy one of the position.s (a) does not depend on which particular adults frOm set
(b) are her parents. Finally, equality of result has to do with (a ii), i.e., the reard.s°
ghen to the position occupied by each person are the same, independent of the activity.
These three concepts can also be seen as involving different relations of the "State" to
inequalities that exist, or arise in society. Equality before the law means that laws do
not recognize distinctions between persons that are Irrelevant to the acti.itie.s of the
positions they occupy, but that otherwise policies do not attempt to eliminate
inequalities as they arise. Equality of porcunity means that the State iriterenes to
ensure that inequalities do not cross generation.s. Equality of result lrnplie.s that the
State periodically or continuously intervenes to ensure that Inequalities arising from
activities are not accumulated.

In applying these concepts to Climate Change, the first key question is that of the
"identification of ageritf. Ordinary notions of equity involve fairness among human
individuals as agents, although often phrased in terms of equity between different
groups, or classes. An intuitively appealing notion of "agent" in the Climate Change
context would be hurnar beings, irrespective of where or when they happen to live.
Alternative notions of 'agent', for example, countries, regions, or defined communities
are unappealing, if for no other reason than that they are susceptible to fundamental
change in character and composition in the time frame of Climate Change. In that case,
(i.e., with agents as Individual.s as defined above), sovereign States may assu.me the role
of trustees with respect to their citizens in the matter of equity in Climate Change, and
an attribute of sovereignty would be that such a claim of trusteeship Is not open to
challenge.

In the context of multilateral regulation of Climate Change, given that this definition
of 'agents' is accepted, how may we identify the other elements of the system described
above? 'Legal constraints on actions' may be interpreted as limitations on GHGs
emissions. Further, the 'set of positions' would include various occupations
(consumption) resulting in GHGs emissions and resulting In economic reward (utility),
no matter where or when located. Finally, 'children', would, at any given generation,
mean the members of the succeeding generations.

What would 'equality under the law' imply, given these definitions? Since under this
principle, no note must be taken of distinctions which are Irrelevant to the activities
of the agents, a multilateral regulatory framework cannot distinguish between
individuals on the basis of nationality, temporal generation, or other attributes, such as
race, religion, or colour. Equality under law is generally considered the weakest equity
principle, to which even an minimalist State may be expected to adhere, and almost
coincident with the notion of "rule of law." It would be difficult to argue against
following this principle, In any multilateral context, Including of course, Climate
Change.

What of 'equality of opportunity'? This principle requires that Inequalities (In wealth,
welfare) arising from differential levels of GHGs emissions by agents do not carry over
across generations. Specifically, at a minimwt this principle would seem to require that
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the access to GHGs e.rnissiorLs cannot be hereditary, (ruling out "Grandtathering" as a
basis for emissions entitlements), and that the incremental wealth accruing to
individuals from higher, unentitled CHGs emissions by them, cannot be bequeathed to
their offspring. This principle furnlshe.s the basis for the assertion that societies with
higher historical per-capita emissions, should compensate societies with lower past
per-capita emissions, Ensuring equality of opportunity Is a central concern of the
welfare State, and (to varying degrees) Is sought to be realized In all but avowed legally
minimalist States. Little support may be found In international public documents, or
current instruments, for abrogating this principle.

Finally, 'equality of result'. Different ethical schools have evolved to address this
question, albeit in the context of distribution of the national Income between different
social classes or groups. In the Climate Change context, this principle should be
Interpreted as equal per-capita rights to GHG's emissions (which may be voluntarily
trar..sferable) across all
agents.

Several philosophical posItions take equality of result as 'natural', in the sense that
while It needs no justification, deviations from the principle would require It. Rawl.s
(1971), accordingly seeks to address the question: "When can inequalities of result be
justified?" The ensv'e.r, summarized in a sentence, Is that "only those inequalities are
just, which would make the least well off person In society better off than that person
would be, (given ceterus-paribus and that basic human rights are equally assigned to all),
in the absence of the Inequalities." Rawls' theory of justice would thus cast a strong
onus on advocates of differential per-capita GHGs emissions entitlements to
de.rnonstrate that any scheme of unequal entitlements would be of greater benefit to the
poorest of mankind, than equal entitle.rnents.

Traditional welfare economics based on Utilitarianism, would support the idea of
equality of result In Lnc.orne, since declining margina! utility of income would mean that
social welfare, an aggregation of Individual utilities (cardinal, inter-personally
comparable), Is maximized when Incomes are equal (Pigou, 1932). A progre.s.szve
per-capita distribution of CHOs emission rights (i.e., emissions rights for the poor are
higher than for the rich) might have the effect of equalizing Incomes, and thereby,
increasing global social welfare. Of course) the underlying assumptions for existence of
such a social welfare function are strong. However, there Is another objection to the
Pigoi.rvian result. That Is, If Individual welfare Is Inter-dependent, or In other words, If
one person's activities benefit or harm others, even if such external effects are
unintended, maximization of social welfare over time would require such e..xte.r-nal
effects to be taken into account. This would mean an allocation of resources (ernIs.sions
rights) to persons In line with the value of these external effects, justifying some
inequalities. Of course, the application of this principle must be compreheas!ve, I.e., all
external contributions of all persons over all time must be accounted for, and It is
difficult to see that practical ways of Irnpe.me.nting this principle can be devts.ed.

Libertarianism (4ozIck, 1973) points out that a preferred (say, equal) societal
distribution of resources at one point In time will lead, by the very process by which
persons pursue their own welfare, to less preferred (unequal) distributions at later times.
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The three ways to prevent this, I.e., preventing economic exchange, or banning
economic activities 'hich lead to Inequality, or progressive taxation, can each be
shown, in the limit, to reduce societal welfare. In other ord.s, continuous interventions
by the State to restore the preferred re.source distribution may lead to reduction In
societal welfare. The Libertarian premise Ls thus, that Interventions by public
authorities to promote equality of result cannot increase societal welfare and is thus
unjustified. Nozick further as.serts that distribution of resources cannot be seen in
isolation from the process by which wealth is created. "Whomever makes something,
having bought or contracted for all other held resources used In the process (transferring
some of his holdings for these cooperating factors), is entitled to it. The situation Is not
one of sornethings getting made, and there being an open question of who is to get it.
Things conic into the world already attached to people having entitlements over them."

This "historical entitlement theory" would seem, as appliedto goods which come into
being with pre-e.xisting claims to them, arising for e.xarnple, from initial property rights
over the factors of production, or from the application of one's skill, to deny that equal
rights to these goods is natural. However, this would not be the case with resources
which are virginal in nature, and Nozick has difficulty In specifying which of several
possible methods, for example, through labour, first occupancy, posse.s.son, declaration,
or some other historical means is appropriate. Steiner (1977) has pointed out that since
the process of acquisition of natural resources (which would clearly include
environmental resources) creates nothing new, but involves the e.xtraction of
pre-e.xisterit resources from nature, differential entitlements to virginal resources
should be proscribed by the Libertarian. Moreover, the equal right to liberty to which
Nozick (apparently) subscribes should Imply an initial equal distribution of natural
resources. It is thus possible, even from the premises of Libertarianism, to derive the
principle of equal per-capita rights to GHGs emissions.

Developing countries assert that their levels of past, current, and (foreseeable) future
per-capita GHGs emissions would not aggregatively Induce Climate Change. On the
other hand, just continuing with the past rates of emissions of industrialized States
suffice to ensure increasing concentrations of GHGs in the atmosphere. Further,
because of the apparent close linkages between economic growth arid GHGs emissions,
developing countries cannot accept any commitment with regard to their emissions
levels in the foreseeable future. In addition, equity principles, as argued above, would
justify compensatory transfers to them for the historically high levels of emLs.sions by
industrialized countries, besides equal per-capita emissions entitle.rnents In the future.

The arguments of the developing countries cannot easily be dismissed, even If one urges
that in their own self-interest, because of likely adverse environmental Impacts,
developing countries should eschew GHGs IntensIve growth paths. However, a
determination of the equity issues in Climate Change before the current multilateral
efforts to finalize a Framework Convention for regulating Climate Change are
concluded, Is unlikely. Two possible operative aspects of such a Framework Convention
are commitments by industrialized countries to stabilize and then reduce GHGS
emissions, within a specified time-frame, and second, financial flows to developing
countries to adopt strategies to reduce future growth of GHGs errLissions by them. The
first aspect Is unexceptionable from the point of view of developing countries, as long
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as similar commitments are not sought from developing countries before a
determination of equity prtncip!e.s. Regarding the second, two consIderatlors are
Important. One, that such flows must be additional to, arid not cometlt1ve with, normal
aid flows for growth. Second, that financial (and tecJino)ogy) (lows, without an equity
determir.ation (when these might accrue as of right), must be considered as
paternalistic, and no obligation can be cast on anyone to accept such transfers.
Accordngiy, It would be inappropriate to prescribe binding norms for such financial or
technology uansfers, arid It should be open to individual developing countries to state
the conditions under which they would accept such transfers.

Cooc!udi.rig rmeat
I

t
The past two decades have witnessed a tremendous surge In public concern with the
er.vironrnent. Over time, attention has moved from local enviroru-nental quality issues
impactinig health, recreational amenities, and aesthetics, to global is-sues which involve
the life-support systems of mankind and other living species.

The discipline of economics had, In the earlier phase.s of environmental awareness, an
ambivalent relationship with the policy making process. One view which had some
currency earlier, is that economics can contribute little to the resoluton of natural
resource depletion arid nvironrnental quality. This is because the orfgin.s of the
problems are to be traced In the insensitivity of economic systems to these concerns.
Economics-was seen as g'.idirig these systems, and the discipline was urged to undergo
fundamental restructuring if e.nvironmental c-orcerns were to be incorporated into
economic policy.

While little pa.-adJgm shift occurred in economics in response to this criticism,
economists did seek to develop a body of theorems, models and concepts for analysis of
resource and environmental Issues. Important insights were obtained regarding patterns
of depletion or pollution e.rnissforis under different market and institutional
arrangements. The role of Identifying the Incentives faced by agents, and their likely
responses to these incentives, was identified as a crucial Input In designing regulatory
policy. Novel policy Instruments we.re devised a.od to an Increasing extent, employed in
regulatory frameworks. Policy analysts gradually accepted that economics can indeed
furnish useful Insights In devising environmental policy.

One conclusion is bowever, Lnesc.apable from the present survey. That Is, the challenges
of global policy analysis for Climate Change will require a significant sharpening of
existing analytical tools of economics. These challenges arise from the very long time
frame, extending to the past as well as the future, be-sides the pervasive uncertainties,
both scientific, as well as relating to economic and social Impacts, Involed in the
Climate Change is.sue. While the basic approach of the discipline, i.e., a b&avioral
asurnpUcn that agents maximlze some objective subject to their perceived constraints,
remains valid, the global envlronxne.ntal arena calls Into question many of the existing
formulations of this the-me. It Is not easy to furnish a listing of the areas where
advances of a rather fundamental nature will be required, suffice It to say that they will
be over a very broad range, including both positive and normative aspects. It Is also
clear that the evolving discipline of environmental economics will have to establish



dee?er Irag vith the theory of soda! choice, format ethics, arid positive polkica!
theoD.
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